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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

SPIN MASTER LTD., a Canadian corporation 
and SPIN MASTER, INC., a Delaware 
corporation, 

Plaintiffs, 

v. 

THE PARTNERSHIPS AND 
UNINCORPORATED ASSOCIATIONS 
IDENTIFIED ON SCHEDULE “A”,  

Defendants. 

Case No. 22-cv-01278 

Judge Manish S. Shah 

PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION ORDER 

THIS CAUSE being before the Court on Plaintiffs Spin Master Ltd.’s and Spin Master, 

Inc.’s (collectively, “Spin Master” or “Plaintiffs”) Motion for Entry of a Preliminary Injunction, 

and this Court having heard the evidence before it hereby GRANTS Spin Master’s Motion for 

Entry of a Preliminary Injunction against the fully interactive, e-commerce stores1 operating 

under the seller aliases identified in Schedule A attached hereto (the “Seller Aliases”). 

THIS COURT HEREBY FINDS, in the absence of adversarial presentation, that it has 

personal jurisdiction over the Defendants since the Defendants directly target their business 

activities toward consumers in the United States, including Illinois. Specifically, Plaintiff has 

provided a basis to conclude that Defendants have targeted sales to Illinois residents by setting 

up and operating e-commerce stores that target United States consumers using one or more Seller 

Aliases, offer shipping to the United States, including Illinois, and have sold products bearing 

unauthorized copies of Spin Master’s federally registered copyrighted designs (the “PAW Patrol 

1 The e-commerce store urls are listed on Schedule A hereto under the Online Marketplaces. 
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Copyrighted Designs,” including U.S. Copyright Registration Nos. VA 1-967-964, VAu 1-217-

618, VA 1-967-980, VA 1-912-869, VA 1-999-428, VAu 1-294-879, VA 1-967-970, VA 1-968-

054, VA 1-967-973, VA 1-967-971, VA 1-968-053) and/or using infringing and counterfeit 

versions of Spin Master’s federally registered trademarks (the “PAW PATROL Trademarks”) to 

residents of Illinois. A list of the PAW PATROL Trademarks is included in the below chart. 

Registration 
Number 

Trademark Goods and Services 

4,848,752 PAW PATROL For: Computer software for authoring, 
downloading, transmitting, receiving, editing, 
extracting, encoding, decoding, displaying, 
storing and organizing text, graphics, images, 
audio files, video files, electronic games and 
electronic publications; computer software for 
use in searching, reviewing, purchasing and 
downloading electronic games and electronic 
publications; computer software applications for 
use in downloading, playing and reviewing 
audio, text and other digital content in the field 
of children's entertainment; computer game 
discs, computer game cartridges; pre-recorded 
audio and visual videos, CDs, tapes and DVDs 
featuring fictional characters and activities for 
children, movies in the field of children's 
entertainment, television programs in the field of 
children's entertainment, books in the field of 
children's entertainment, music and instructions 
for use of toys in class 009. 

For: Umbrellas; luggage tags; tote bags; carry-
all bags; backpacks; rucksacks; school bags; 
fanny packs; messenger bags; handbags; wallets 
and purses; athletic bags; travel bags; knapsacks; 
change purses; duffle bags; beach bags in class 
018. 

For: Clothing, namely, children's clothing in the 
nature of shorts, t-shirts, sweaters, dresses, skirts 
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and pants, play clothing, namely, costumes for 
use in children's dress up play, loungewear, 
sleepwear and undergarments; footwear, 
namely, children's footwear; headgear, namely, 
hats, caps, head bands and earmuffs in class 025. 

4,675,681 PAW PATROL For: Paper, cardboard and goods made from 
these materials, namely, paper goodie bags, 
cardboard boxes, notebooks, sketchbooks, 
drawing paper, craft paper, wrapping paper and 
decorative paper; printed matter, namely, 
photographs, calendars, diaries, colouring books 
and sticker books; books and publications, 
namely, books, magazines and comic books 
featuring animation; arts and crafts kits, namely, 
arts and crafts paint kits and paint sold 
therewith; children's arts and crafts paper kits 
and accessories therefor, namely, stickers and 
marking stamps, fabric and wax sheets with die 
cut shapes and form molds for creating and 
decorating; arts and crafts kits containing pens, 
pencils, crayons, markers, notebooks and 
sketchbooks, wrapping paper, decorative paper, 
stickers, glue, tape, stencils, paint brushes, 
drawing templates and rulers in class 016. 
 

4,614,743 PAW PATROL For: Toys, games and playthings, namely, dolls 
and accessories therefor, action figures, action 
figure play sets, character figures and toy animal 
figures, character figure and toy animal figure 
play sets, toy figurines, toy pets and accessories 
therefor, plush toys, toy vehicles, children's 
multiple activity toys, children's multiple 
activity toys featuring interactive activities and 
digital applications, toy building sets, 
educational toys, ride-on toys, construction toys, 
parlour games, puzzles, role-playing games, card 
games, board games, interactive board games, 
action skill games, action target games, 
electronic hand-held games for use with external 
display screen or monitor and electronic action 
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toys in class 028. 

For: Entertainment services in the nature of on-
going television programs in the field of 
children's entertainment; entertainment, namely, 
a continuing animated television show broadcast 
over television, satellite, audio, and video media; 
entertainment services, namely, providing radio 
programs in the field of children's entertainment; 
entertainment services, namely, providing on-
going television programs in the field of 
children's entertainment via a global computer 
network; entertainment services, namely, 
providing podcasts in the field of children's 
entertainment; entertainment services, namely, 
providing webcasts in the field of children's 
entertainment; entertainment services, namely, 
providing on-line computer games; 
entertainment services, namely, providing video 
podcasts in the field of children's entertainment; 
entertainment services, namely, providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable interactive 
games; entertainment services, namely, 
providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
electronic games; entertainment services, 
namely, providing temporary use of non-
downloadable computer games; entertainment 
services, namely, providing temporary use of 
non-downloadable video games and distribution 
thereof in class 041 

5,087,871 TRACKER For: Dolls; Plastic character toys; Play figures; 
Playsets for toy figures; Rubber character toys; 
Toy animals and accessories therefor; Toy 
figures in class 028.  

4,932,184 EVEREST For: Dolls; Plastic character toys; Play figures; 
Playsets for toy figures; Plush toys; Rubber 
character toys; Toy animals and accessories 
therefor; Toy figures in class 028.  
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4,792,695 ZUMA For: toys, games and playthings, namely, dolls, 

toy animals, plush animals, and accessories for 
all the foregoing in class 028.  
 

4,779,749 SKYE For: Toys, games, and playthings, namely, dolls, 
toy animals, plush animals, character figures and 
character figure play sets, toy figurines, and 
accessories for all the foregoing in class 028.  
 

4,779,748 ROCKY For: toys, game and playthings, namely, dolls, 
toy animals, plush animals, and accessories for 
all the foregoing; all the foregoing relating to an 
animated television series, and not relating to the 
sport of boxing, or a movie or character relating 
to the sport of boxing in class 028.  
 

4,779,747 CHASE For: Toys, games and playthings, namely, dolls, 
toy animals, plush animals, character figures and 
character figure play sets, toy figurines, and 
accessories for all the foregoing in class 028.  
 

4,779,746 MARSHALL 
 

For: Toys, games, and playthings, namely, dolls, 
toy animals, plush animals, character figures and 
character figure play sets, toy figurines, and 
accessories for all the foregoing in class 028.  
 

4,779,745 RUBBLE For: Toys, games, and playthings, namely, dolls, 
toy animals, plush animals, character figures and 
character figure play sets, toy figurines, and 
accessories for all the foregoing in class 028.  
 

4,601,882 RYDER For: Toys, games and playthings, namely, dolls 
and accessories therefor, character figures and 
character figure play sets, toy figurines in class 
028.  
 
For: Entertainment services in the nature of on-
going television programs in the field of 
children's entertainment; entertainment, namely, 
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a continuing animated television show broadcast 
over television, satellite, audio, and video media; 
entertainment services, namely, providing radio 
programs in the field of children's entertainment; 
entertainment services, namely, providing on-
going television programs in the field of 
children's entertainment via a global computer 
network; entertainment services, namely, 
providing podcasts in the field of children's 
entertainment; entertainment services, namely, 
providing webcasts in the field of children's 
entertainment; entertainment services, namely, 
providing on-line computer games; 
entertainment services, namely, providing video 
podcasts in the field of children's entertainment; 
entertainment services, namely, providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable interactive 
games; entertainment services, namely, 
providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
electronic games; entertainment services, 
namely, providing temporary use of non-
downloadable computer games; entertainment 
services, namely, providing temporary use of 
non-downloadable video games and distribution 
thereof in class 041. 
 

5,218,798 

 

For: Computer software for authoring, 
downloading, transmitting, receiving, editing, 
extracting, encoding, decoding, displaying, 
storing and organizing text, graphics, images, 
audio files, video files, electronic games and 
electronic publications; computer software for 
use in searching, reviewing, purchasing and 
downloading electronic games and electronic 
publications; computer software applications for 
use in downloading, playing and reviewing 
audio, text and other digital content in the field 
of children's entertainment; computer software, 
namely, apps for mobile phones, smart phones, 
computers and tablets featuring interactive video 
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games; computer game software; computer 
game discs, computer game cartridges; pre-
recorded audiotapes, videotapes, CDs, and 
DVDs featuring movies and television programs 
about fictional characters, educational activities 
for children, audio books for children about 
fictional characters, music and instructions for 
use of toys in class 009.  
 
For: Paper, cardboard and goods made from 
these materials, namely, paper goodie bags, 
cardboard boxes, notebooks, sketchbooks, 
drawing paper, craft paper, wrapping paper and 
decorative paper; printed matter, namely, 
photographs, calendars, diaries, coloring books 
and sticker books; stationery; books and 
publications, namely, books, magazines and 
comic books featuring animation; arts and crafts 
kits, namely, arts and crafts paint kits and paint 
sold therewith; children's arts and crafts paper 
kits and accessories therefor, namely, stickers 
and marking stamps, fabric and wax sheets with 
die cut shapes and form molds for creating and 
decorating; arts and crafts kits containing pens, 
pencils, crayons, markers, notebooks and 
sketchbooks, wrapping paper, decorative paper, 
stickers, glue, tape, stencils, paint brushes, 
drawing templates and rulers in class 016.  
 
For: Umbrellas; luggage tags; tote bags; carry-
all bags; lunch bags of nylon and canvas; 
backpacks; rucksacks; school bags; fanny packs; 
messenger bags; handbags; wallets and purses; 
athletic bags; travel bags; knapsacks; change 
purses; duffle bags; beach bags in class 018.  
 
For: Clothing, namely, children's clothing in the 
nature of shorts, t-shirts, sweaters, dresses, skirts 
and pants, play clothing, namely, costumes for 
use in children's dress up play, loungewear, 
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sleepwear and undergarments; footwear, 
namely, children's footwear; headgear, namely, 
hats, caps, head bands and earmuffs in class 025.  
 
For: Toys, games and playthings, namely, dolls 
and accessories therefor, action figures, action 
figure play sets, character figures and toy animal 
figures, character figure and toy animal figure 
play sets, toy figurines, toy pets and accessories 
therefor, plush toys, toy vehicles, children's 
multiple activity toys, children's multiple 
activity toys featuring interactive activities and 
digital applications, toy building sets, 
educational toys, ride-on toys, construction toys, 
parlour games, puzzles, role-playing games, card 
games, board games, interactive board games, 
action skill games, action target games, 
electronic hand-held games for use with external 
display screen or monitor and electronic action 
toys in class 028.  
 
For: Entertainment services in the nature of on-
going television programs in the field of 
children's entertainment; entertainment, namely, 
a continuing animated television show broadcast 
over television, satellite, audio, and video media; 
entertainment services, namely, providing radio 
programs in the field of children's entertainment; 
entertainment services, namely, providing on-
going television programs in the field of 
children's entertainment via a global computer 
network; entertainment services, namely, 
providing podcasts in the field of children's 
entertainment; entertainment services, namely, 
providing webcasts in the field of children's 
entertainment; entertainment services, namely, 
providing on-line computer games; 
entertainment services, namely, providing video 
podcasts in the field of children's entertainment; 
entertainment services, namely, providing 
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temporary use of non-downloadable interactive 
games; entertainment services, namely, 
providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
electronic games; entertainment services, 
namely, providing temporary use of non-
downloadable computer games; entertainment 
services, namely, providing temporary use of 
non-downloadable video games and distribution 
thereof in class 041.  

 
THIS COURT FURTHER FINDS that injunctive relief previously granted in the 

Temporary Restraining Order (“TRO”) should remain in place through the pendency of this 

litigation and that issuing this Preliminary Injunction is warranted under Federal Rule of Civil 

Procedure 65. Evidence submitted in support of this Motion and in support of Spin Master’s 

previously granted Motion for Entry of a Temporary Restraining Order established that Spin 

Master has demonstrated a likelihood of success on the merits; that no remedy at law exists; and 

that Spin Master will suffer irreparable harm if the injunction is not granted.  

Specifically, Spin Master has demonstrated a prima facie case of trademark infringement 

because (1) the PAW PATROL Trademarks are distinctive marks and are registered with the 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office on the Principal Register, (2) Defendants are not licensed or 

authorized to use any of the PAW PATROL Trademarks, and (3) Defendants’ use of the PAW 

PATROL Trademarks is causing a likelihood of confusion as to the origin or sponsorship of 

Defendants’ products with Spin Master. Furthermore, Defendants’ continued and unauthorized 

use of the PAW PATROL Trademarks irreparably harms Spin Master through diminished 

goodwill and brand confidence, damage to Spin Master’s reputation, and loss of exclusivity. 

Monetary damages fail to address such damage and, therefore, Spin Master has an inadequate 

remedy at law. Moreover, the public interest is served by entry of this Preliminary Injunction to 

dispel the public confusion created by Defendants’ actions. As such, this Court orders that: 
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1. Defendants, their affiliates, officers, agents, servants, employees, attorneys, confederates,

and all persons acting for, with, by, through, under or in active concert or participation

with them be preliminarily enjoined and restrained from:

a. using the PAW PATROL Trademarks or any reproductions, counterfeit copies or

colorable imitations thereof in any manner in connection with the distribution,

marketing, advertising, offering for sale, or sale of any product that is not a genuine

PAW Patrol product or not authorized by Spin Master to be sold in connection with

the PAW PATROL Trademarks;

b. reproducing, distributing copies of, making derivative works of, or publicly

displaying the PAW Patrol Copyrighted Designs in any manner without the express

authorization of Spin Master;

c. passing off, inducing, or enabling others to sell or pass off any product as a genuine

PAW Patrol product or any other product produced by Spin Master, that is not Spin

Master’s or not produced under the authorization, control or supervision of Spin

Master and approved by Spin Master for sale under the PAW PATROL Trademarks

and/or the PAW Patrol Copyrighted Designs;

d. committing any acts calculated to cause consumers to believe that Defendants’

products are those sold under the authorization, control or supervision of Spin Master,

or are sponsored by, approved by, or otherwise connected with Spin Master; and

e. manufacturing, shipping, delivering, holding for sale, transferring or otherwise

moving, storing, distributing, returning, in any manner, products or inventory not

manufactured by or for Spin Master, nor authorized by Spin Master to be sold or

offered for sale, and which bear any of Spin Master’s trademarks, including the PAW
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PATROL Trademarks, or any reproductions, counterfeit copies or colorable 

imitations thereof and/or which bear the PAW Patrol Copyrighted Designs.  

2. Upon Spin Master’s request, any third party with actual notice of this Order who is 

providing services for any of the Defendants, or in connection with any of the Online 

Marketplaces, including, without limitation, any online marketplace platforms such as 

eBay, Inc. (“eBay”), AliExpress, Alibaba Group Holding Ltd. (“Alibaba”), Amazon.com, 

Inc. (“Amazon”), ContextLogic Inc. d/b/a Wish.com (“Wish.com”), and DHgate, 

(collectively, the “Third Party Providers”) shall, within seven (7) calendar days after 

receipt of such notice, provide to Spin Master expedited discovery, including copies of 

documents and records in such person’s or entity’s possession or control sufficient to 

disclose: 

a. the identities and locations of Defendants, their affiliates, officers, agents, servants, 

employees, attorneys, confederates, and any persons acting in concert or participation 

with them, including all known contact information and all associated e-mail 

addresses; 

b. the nature of Defendants’ operations and all associated sales, methods of payment for 

services and financial information, including, without limitation, identifying 

information associated with the Online Marketplaces and Defendants’ financial 

accounts, as well as providing a full accounting of Defendants’ sales and listing 

history related to their respective Online Marketplaces; and 

c. any financial accounts owned or controlled by Defendants, including their affiliates, 

officers, agents, servants, employees, attorneys, confederates and any persons acting 

in concert or participation with them, including such accounts residing with or under 
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the control of any banks, savings and loan associations, payment processors or other 

financial institutions, including, without limitation, PayPal, Inc. (“PayPal”), Alipay, 

Alibaba, Ant Financial Services Group (“Ant Financial”), Amazon Pay, eBay, 

Wish.com, DHgate, or other merchant account providers, payment providers, third 

party processors, and credit card associations (e.g., MasterCard and VISA). 

3. Upon Spin Master’s request, those with notice of the injunction, including the Third Party

Providers as defined in Paragraph 2, shall, within seven (7) calendar days after receipt of

such notice, disable and cease displaying any advertisements used by or associated with

Defendants in connection with the sale of counterfeit and infringing goods using the

PAW PATROL Trademarks and/or which bear the PAW Patrol Copyrighted Designs.

4. Defendants shall be temporarily and preliminarily restrained and enjoined from

transferring or disposing of any money or other of Defendants’ assets until further

ordered by this Court.

5. Any Third Party Providers, including PayPal, Alipay, Alibaba, Ant Financial, eBay,

Wish.com, DHgate, and Amazon Pay, shall, within seven (7) calendar days of receipt of

this Order:

a. locate all accounts and funds connected to Defendants’ Seller Aliases and Online

Marketplaces, including, but not limited to, any financial accounts connected to the

information listed in Schedule A hereto; and

b. restrain and enjoin any such accounts or funds from transferring or disposing of any

money or other of Defendants’ assets until further ordered by this Court.

6. Spin Master is authorized to issue expedited written discovery, pursuant to Federal Rules

of Civil Procedure 33, 34 and 36, related to:
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a. the identities and locations of Defendants, their affiliates, officers, agents, servants, 

employees, attorneys, confederates, and any persons acting in concert or participation 

with them, including all known contact information, including any and all associated 

e-mail addresses; and 

b. the nature of Defendants’ operations and all associated sales, methods of payment for 

services and financial information, including, without limitation, identifying 

information associated with the Online Marketplaces and Defendants’ financial 

accounts, as well as providing a full accounting of Defendants’ sales and listing 

history related to their respective Online Marketplaces. 

Spin Master is authorized to issue any such expedited discovery requests via e-mail. 

Defendants shall respond to any such discovery requests within seven (7) calendar days 

of being served via e-mail.  

7. Spin Master may provide notice of these proceedings to Defendants, including service of 

process pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 4(f)(3), and any future motions, by electronically 

publishing a link to the Complaint, this Order and other relevant documents on a website 

and by sending an e-mail to the Defendants that includes a link to said website. The Clerk 

of the Court is directed to issue a single original summons in the name of “The 

Partnerships and all other Defendants identified in the Complaint” that shall apply to all 

Defendants. The combination of providing notice via electronic publication and e-mail, 

along with any notice that Defendants receive from payment processors, shall constitute 

notice reasonably calculated under all circumstances to apprise Defendants of the 

pendency of the action and afford them the opportunity to present their objections. 
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8. Schedule A to the Complaint [2], Exhibit 4 to the Declaration of Chris Harrs [18], and the

TRO [23] are unsealed.

9. Any Defendant or other persons that is subject to this Order may appear and move to

dissolve or modify the Order as permitted by and in compliance with the Federal Rules of

Civil Procedure and Northern District of Illinois Local Rules.

10. The $50,000 bond posted by Spin Master shall remain with the Court until a Final

disposition of this case or until this Preliminary Injunction is terminated.

IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED: May 12, 2022 

Manish S. Shah  
United States District Judge 
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SPIN MASTER LTD. and SPIN MASTER, INC. v. The Partnerships and Unincorporated Associations 
Identified on Schedule "A" - Case No. 22-cv-1278 

   

Schedule A 
   

   
Defendant Online Marketplaces 

No URL Name / Seller Alias 

1 aesielanic.en.alibaba.com 
Chaozhou Chaoan Yixi Paper& Plastic Products 
Co., Ltd. 

2 altfull.en.alibaba.com Nantong Alt Full Textile Co., Ltd. 
3 amazoncharms.en.alibaba.com Yiwu Tihuang Electronic Commerce Firm 
4 chinafelt.en.alibaba.com Nangong Warner Felt co.,ltd 
5 cnsunqin.en.alibaba.com Yiwu Nihao Electronic Commerce Firm 
6 funparty.en.alibaba.com Yiwu Tianhuan Trade Co., Ltd. 
7 gzmagiccolor.en.alibaba.com Guangzhou Magic Color Digital Painting Ltd. 
8 happybrothers3.en.alibaba.com Quanzhou Happy Brothers Trading Co., Ltd. 
9 hbfelt.en.alibaba.com Hebei Wanheng Felt Industry Co., Ltd. 

10 hbwantuo.en.alibaba.com Hebei Wantuo Commerce Trade Co., Ltd. 
11 mswatch.en.alibaba.com Guangzhou Moshi Watch Industry Co., Ltd. 
12 tznoda.en.alibaba.com Taizhou Noda E-Commerce Co., Ltd. 
13 wsballoon.en.alibaba.com Yiwu Wanshuo Festive Products Co., Ltd. 
14 xxborun.en.alibaba.com Xiongxian Borun Latex Products 
15 yuqunbags.en.alibaba.com Quanzhou Yuqun Sport Wear Co., Ltd. 
16 yzshengji.en.alibaba.com Yangzhou Shengji Anti Slip Cloth Co., Ltd. 
17 zhanxinfushi.en.alibaba.com Shenzhen Zhanxin Clothing Co., Ltd. 

18 zochar.en.alibaba.com 
Zhongchang (jinhua) Network Technology Co., 
Ltd. 

19 zqjiaxuan.en.alibaba.com Zhaoqing City Jiaxuan Trading Co 
20 aliexpress.com/store/1034393 Shop1034393 Store 
21 aliexpress.com/store/235324 NitreeBrand Store 
22 aliexpress.com/store/3210060 WSLT Store 
23 aliexpress.com/store/4027005 L & R Store 
24 aliexpress.com/store/410210 SHENGXuntex KingXun Wedding Store 
25 aliexpress.com/store/410529 SHENGXuntex YaoXun Wedding Store 
26 aliexpress.com/store/4668004 VANKIRS Tattoo Store 
27 aliexpress.com/store/5250146 Disneys toy stickers Store 
28 aliexpress.com/store/5442121 magical houses Store 
29 aliexpress.com/store/5564044 PHOTURT Backdrops Store 
30 aliexpress.com/store/5837030 Let's party together Store 
31 aliexpress.com/store/5889606 TLZZ Figures Store 
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32 aliexpress.com/store/900234411 Shop900234411 Store 
33 aliexpress.com/store/910355111 happiness in Store 
34 aliexpress.com/store/910459238 PHOTURT Backdrop Design Store 
35 aliexpress.com/store/910756007 Shop910756007 Store 
36 aliexpress.com/store/911108075 Ace Air Art Hobby Decoration Store 
37 aliexpress.com/store/911254076 ZJW ART Store 
38 aliexpress.com/store/911379035 SUTAIBAI party background Store 
39 aliexpress.com/store/911389045 Shop911389045 Store 
40 aliexpress.com/store/911422105 Shop911422105 Store 
41 aliexpress.com/store/911544253 Shop911544253 Store 
42 aliexpress.com/store/911545108 Shop911545108 Store 
43 aliexpress.com/store/911547114 Shop911547114 Store 
44 aliexpress.com/store/911751239 YunLiang Store 
45 aliexpress.com/store/911764178 TuFang ART Store 
46 aliexpress.com/store/911765072 sznitree Store 
47 aliexpress.com/store/911769845 TING ART Store 
48 aliexpress.com/store/911775298 NITREECN Store 
49 aliexpress.com/store/911776304 obackdrop Store 
50 aliexpress.com/store/911778098 Orienter GIrl Store 
51 aliexpress.com/store/911787986 Colorful Gallery Store 
52 aliexpress.com/store/911799043 SO ART Store 
53 aliexpress.com/store/911805356 Inspire Art Store 
54 aliexpress.com/store/911832397 Pokemoned toy Store 
55 aliexpress.com/store/911879198 MYNITREE Store 
56 aliexpress.com/store/911905145 QQ Decorative Painting Store 
57 aliexpress.com/store/911911067 Disney-888 Art Store 
58 aliexpress.com/store/911944870 XIAO YAN ART Store 
59 aliexpress.com/store/912162200 PLUTO PARTY Maker Store 
60 aliexpress.com/store/912173004 WABAOBEI Children Clothes Store 
61 aliexpress.com/store/912174153 Woncol professional background Store 
62 aliexpress.com/store/912179063 WJ-Fun Game Store 
63 aliexpress.com/store/912217030 Lele 2 Store Store 
64 aliexpress.com/store/912222309 880925 Store 
65 aliexpress.com/store/912245003 Chuyang Backdrop001 Store 
66 aliexpress.com/store/912340518 photo backdrops background Store 
67 aliexpress.com/store/912352670 CRUSH backdrops Store 
68 aliexpress.com/store/912353028 Ting Backdrops Store 
69 aliexpress.com/store/912465396 zl1993 Store 
70 aliexpress.com/store/912469219 PAS DE TROIS Store 
71 aliexpress.com/store/912486333 2021 Takara-Tomy 01 Store 
72 aliexpress.com/store/912501100 TAKARA-TOMY KIDS Store 
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73 aliexpress.com/store/912655575 Chuyang Party Backdrop Store 
74 amazon.com/sp?seller=A10BC3NRKFWQNY Estyle Tape 
75 amazon.com/sp?seller=A117UIQKGD0GP7 juleshangmao 
76 amazon.com/sp?seller=A11XEK7ZOC6UR8 Yuese Limited 
77 amazon.com/sp?seller=A11YXKV1XRUPYF PartyWoo Balloons 
78 amazon.com/sp?seller=A130FUPNSVUMY6 Yifuyu Shop 
79 amazon.com/sp?seller=A13E03LJFDUY0V ZJTBH 
80 amazon.com/sp?seller=A13E9IXIEFEH6H HAOLIJIE 
81 amazon.com/sp?seller=A14IDE5MKGH5MH weiydnh 
82 amazon.com/sp?seller=A14LQLO4I6HOZJ rumoliushuangshangmaobu 
83 amazon.com/sp?seller=A152IO9JHCTGYT longshunriyongbaihuodian 
84 amazon.com/sp?seller=A15IUCHE48OMF6 Changsa 
85 amazon.com/sp?seller=A15MTHTAFOAOYA xiaoshen' shop 
86 amazon.com/sp?seller=A15QC94U0QO99P huowen party decoration 
87 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1672H5RAXXGF8 A1672H5RAXXGF8 
88 amazon.com/sp?seller=A16FSUXQK61X58 yjhghfjjvb 
89 amazon.com/sp?seller=A17QBICMAEOFKF GQL Select 
90 amazon.com/sp?seller=A18YSRK0VRH6Y6 Jierui 
91 amazon.com/sp?seller=A196UWUKVLKAHF A196UWUKVLKAHF 
92 amazon.com/sp?seller=A19ASM5G6FLORW A19ASM5G6FLORW 
93 amazon.com/sp?seller=A19SXTX2WG0RL4 USVenbar 
94 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1A3H5IV90QRJ9 shanjianshops 
95 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1AGV0DJEO2RPG Paper cup top hat 
96 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1AJEI5RGWRYUE wulijiaovv 
97 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1AKNWWH5YPEAQ yunchengshops 
98 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1B5WSFG3MFZNL AFMPIPEII 
99 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1BPMCU8X333NZ henanshenggonghuang 

100 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1BSQPI06BMMQK W_MALL 
101 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1BWCQP6161JYP NUOMAN-WORLD 
102 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1CLC3MBU5AQFZ XWYX 
103 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1DUM1Y6ZAXWTW YZSMILE001 
104 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1FM8MPX5BYXNU JADE4 
105 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1FY2DDJK64FE3 A magnolia flower 
106 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1GMU4CWSXXVEB LYKCM Store 
107 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1GQV719W95BSI Bravme Store 
108 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1GTDC79UL4FIL happinesssale 
109 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1HZYVSCJT9V5K Since 
110 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1I4BW6NVB9M9R Chengdu Chenlanlvxi Trading Co. , Ltd. 
111 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1IV3WUT9KGTI1 JiNanShangYuMuYingYouXian 
112 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1JFFFNKO96NLL mubaiguangg 
113 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1KIC3CPV4EIM CangGhiJiuBa 
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114 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1KJOGWAQGQBSB zixuan002 
115 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1KNBVTXPQJ0Q jufuyuankeji 
116 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1KQCK6RBPKYC7 EDIBCAK 
117 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1L1D5MP75L6ZR SSZS Direct 
118 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1LKT38MC3BDWY SHENQUE 
119 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1LPCRJQHCMOZ8 Nanpingshow 
120 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1M5BH6K8VB557 yuyangjiabaihuodianshop 
121 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1M5MIZ32NQRQS Glad US 
122 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1MBRWBU3T2OHS Lucky poster 
123 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1MEAO06Y0AC0E Wanttoo 
124 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1MMQBTJO4VLPS mengjiebaihuoshanghang 
125 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1NCNYPMQ7YL5R henanxifengqichexiaoshouyouxiangongsi 
126 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1NX8W08Y3PWEB XIANGCHENGSHIJUNPUFUZHUANGDIAN 
127 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1O8RMSRKQEJR7 QDYXXWSMYXGS 
128 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1OLW57RLKKO0Y BluegogoUS 
129 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1P2SUXCJDWC23 JKGHKKUS 
130 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1P4DQ0VY61M9T Dreamlike Way 
131 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1Q0N5ZLYAW25W A1Q0N5ZLYAW25W 
132 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1Q3PXWG6NW9WW PushForward 
133 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1QAMD5GAG3YEX wuhanguangxuandianzi 
134 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1RE57ORS30FW4 CrzPai 
135 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1RQE4E9BK1MG2 Ji Weilan 
136 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1RTA7TI2E9JOW zhangqi112 
137 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1STLEKIR7EOSV lankaoxianmushangshangmaoyouxiangongsi 
138 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1SVF2JIG5RT8R Pastoral life 
139 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1SWDIR1GY24GP LeBao XiXi 
140 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1SY31QY1X5LV6 chushengshuo 
141 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1T8FD7GM0SGZQ lankaoxiantianmaofushi 
142 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1T9PBMIWFG40U Xinjiangtutechan 
143 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1TBDPGH1XR38Y HuangRenzhong Art 
144 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1U1M4PA5UZQT1 mingzhidu 
145 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1U9R4B0EO8JVF bailekeus 
146 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1VFU7KUYBBJRF HZW-Shops 
147 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1W27MDEP9WBGC Nidezon 
148 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1WRP3X3ACZ13F Jingxin Tech 
149 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1X152WW0XP35O GuangPin 
150 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1X2DJTJXUOLRE caiqinglian 
151 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1XV66K9RTCV82 A1XV66K9RTCV82 
152 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1Y8IEZLN4MUVA xinzhiyangshangmao 
153 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1ZGOWPD8SDQTV Ssix Six smoothly 
154 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1ZJZ08MNDJ0TI Children Birthday Party US 
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155 amazon.com/sp?seller=A215LLG17EEY6Y huyudianzishangwuyouxianzerengongsi 
156 amazon.com/sp?seller=A21JBDJRE175G6 linba 
157 amazon.com/sp?seller=A227LA4E5V7LKZ cartopaw 
158 amazon.com/sp?seller=A229ADYWAK6A36 WSAN 
159 amazon.com/sp?seller=A22TXB0JOOMIDA MEGEMALINDIANQI 
160 amazon.com/sp?seller=A23U29KZ6TVHJG Kruidenierswinkels 
161 amazon.com/sp?seller=A23ZKE09YMPL0W WuHanZhaoShanMaoYiHang 
162 amazon.com/sp?seller=A24Z5CFYESYPKP Qiannayushangmao 
163 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2566YZJO771UR A2566YZJO771UR 
164 amazon.com/sp?seller=A25FSKXMGIAMI3 GXTONG 
165 amazon.com/sp?seller=A260SLUW99N09W Yanmei Home Furnishing Mall 
166 amazon.com/sp?seller=A270DG8RSHPTFO Qibai Mall 
167 amazon.com/sp?seller=A27OOAMEJ35975 WeiKeDuo Jerome 
168 amazon.com/sp?seller=A27TDT0UXY0MZL WANVAE 
169 amazon.com/sp?seller=A282WSI4I81M2S DFBNTY14M8,UY4K6R1GE1FW65E2 
170 amazon.com/sp?seller=A284C3RQP3G00 Alpatey 
171 amazon.com/sp?seller=A28B7J6OWLFEMQ chaungfuchenyan 
172 amazon.com/sp?seller=A28RG1SJJA17Q5 JiLinShengZhiLiChaoYueShangMao 
173 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2BBYMS3538SHT DEEKA 
174 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2CED9X880ABAZ meiyiji 
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	IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
	FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS
	EASTERN DIVISION
	PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION ORDER
	IT IS SO ORDERED.
	DATED: May _____, 2022

